UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

Wednesday, October 12, 2011
10:00-12:00 – Provost’s Conference Room

AGENDA

1. Call to Order

2. Approval of Agenda

3. Approval of September 28, 2011 Minutes

4. Announcements
   a. Update from Academic Programs- T. Haney

5. New Business
   a. Election of UCC representative to Program Review Panel (PRP)

6. Curriculum Proposals
   Labor Studies
   UCC 11-12  026  LBR 496  MC

   Management
   UCC 11-12  015  MGT 310  MC
   UCC 11-12  016  MGT 416  MC
   UCC 11-12  017  MGT 495  MC

   Marketing
   UCC 11-12  018  MKT 352  MC
   UCC 11-12  019  MKT 355  MC
   UCC 11-12  020  MKT 450  MC
   UCC 11-12  021  MKT 451  MC
   UCC 11-12  022  MKT 452  MC

   Sports, Entertainment & Hospitality
   UCC 11-12  023  SEH 330  MC
   UCC 11-12  024  SEH 448  MC
   UCC 11-12  025  SEH 495  MC

7. Adjourn

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program